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Abstract 

The path planning technology and simultaneous positioning and mapping technology of 
mobile robots are the prerequisites for robots to be truly intelligent. Regarding to this 
problem, this paper designs and implements a solution based on Robot Operating 
System (ROS). Use the algorithm provided by the open source software package 
Gmapping in positioning and building maps to complete the self-localization and map 
building functions of robots in strange environments. At the same time, the path 
planning algorithm provided by the software package navigation is used to complete the 
robot's ability to navigate and autonomously avoid obstacles in a known environment 
map. Finally, the system test and verification are completed on the bobac mobile robot 
platform. Experiments show that the system can well complete the positioning, mapping 
and navigation functions of the robot in an unknown environment. 
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1. Introduction 

Robots can walk freely in real environments like humans has always been a human dream, and is also 

the most important topic in the field of robotics research[1]. The key to solving this problem lies in 

how to realize autonomous positioning and autonomous path planning of the robot. In real life, there 

are often shortcomings such as unstable GPS signals and large positioning errors. Especially for 

outdoor environments where GPS signals are blocked, traditional positioning methods are not 

applicable. Simultaneous positioning and mapping SLAM technology is the best method to solve 

autonomous positioning when the robot has no external positioning information such as GPS. This 

problem refers to the mobile robot using its own sensor data in an unknown environment to achieve 

its own positioning, and using the positioning information to gradually build an environment map 

during the positioning process. SLAM technology is an important means for mobile robots to become 

autonomous and intelligent. Therefore, in the past decade or so, this problem has always occupied an 

important position in robot research[2]. 

The path planning of mobile robots is a hot topic in the field of mobile robots. Its main goal is to plan 

a safe collision-free path from the starting point to the target point in a known, unknown, or partially 

unknown environment. For the known static environment, the global path planning algorithms used 

are usually RRT algorithm[3], A* algorithm[4], Dijkstra algorithm[5], genetic algorithm[6], ant 
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colony algorithm[7] and so on. Among them, A* has been widely used in the path planning of mobile 

robots in a statically known environment, and has achieved good applications. 

ROS (robot operating system) is an open source robot operating system. It provides a lot of hardware 

abstraction about robots and the realization of commonly used functions, which makes the 

development of robots more convenient and rapid, and soon becomes a research boom in the field of 

robot research[8-9]. There are a lot of packaged codes in ROS, which are used to implement some 

common functions, which can make people focus on the research and improvement of core algorithms 

in the development of robots, and greatly improve the efficiency of robot development. 

The path planning algorithm based on A* and the local obstacle avoidance algorithm based on DWA 

are packaged as a move_base software package in ROS, which can realize the path planning and 

autonomous obstacle avoidance functions of the robot in the environment of known maps and 

unknown maps.In this paper, based on the ROS system, the design and implementation of the ROS-

based weeding robot mapping and navigation system, and the use of mobile robot platform to verify 

the system's practicability. 

2. SLAM Research 

2.1 SLAM Mathematical Description 

The mobile robot SLAM problem refers to putting the robot into an unknown environment, scanning 

the surrounding environment through the sensors mounted on the robot and storing the scanned 

information, positioning the robot body by updating the collected information, and simultaneously 

drawing the outline of the environment and finally completing the environment.The construction of 

the map, as shown in the Fig. 1, it is assumed that the posture state variable of the robot at the time K 

is kx , the map constructed at the time K is km , the input control data of the robot at the time K is ku , 

the actual measured value of the road sign at the time K is kz , so the SLAM problem is converted 

into a estimation problem of posterior probability density distribution ( , | , )k k k kp x m z u . 

 

Fig. 1 SLAM description 

 

According to the Bayesian probability formula, based on the above assumptions, the posterior 

probability density distribution can be calculated by the prior probability density distribution, namely: 
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Where: 1( , | , )k k k kp x m z u−  is the prior probability density distribution function of the system state, and 

its expression is:  

1 1 1 1 1( , | , ) ( | , ) ( | , )k k k k k k k k k k kp x m z u p x x u p x z u dx− − − − −=               (2) 
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Taking the formula into the available posterior probability density distribution is:  

 

1 1 1 1 1 1( , | , ) ( | , ) ( | , ) ( , | , )k k k k k k k k k k k k k k kp x m z u p x x m p x x u p x m z u dx − − − − − −=       (3)
 

Where: 11/ ( | , )k k kp z z u −=  is the normalization constant by Bayes estimation, 1( | , )k k kp x x u−  reflects 

the system's motion model, 1( | , )k k kp z z m−  Reflects the system's observation model. In this way, if the 

state at the previous moment is known., to derive these two models to get the posterior probability of 

the state at the next moment. 

2.2 RBPF-SLAM 

The SLAM method based on Bayesian filtering is a traditional SLAM solution. The earliest SLAM 

solution is based on Kalman filter. Although the extended Kalman filter makes up for the deficiency 

of the Kalman filter to a certain extent, it is still powerless for complex scenes that are difficult to 

model, and because the maintenance needs to maintain the Jacobian matrix calculated at each step, 

the amount of calculation is huge. Particle filtering uses the distribution of samples to represent the 

state distribution of the system, so modeling of complex environments is often easier to achieve, and 

the estimation accuracy and calculation efficiency are higher. The RBPF-SLAM based on 

RaoBlackwellized particle filter proposed in the literature is the most practical SLAM algorithm in 

recent years. This method decomposes the joint posterior distribution of map and robot pose into 

posterior estimate of the robot path and estimate of the map when the pose is known, which improves 

the accuracy of positioning and mapping while also taking into account the efficiency of the algorithm. 

The algorithm is made into a software package called Gmapping in ROS. It uses odometer 

information and lidar ranging information to build a high-precision two-dimensional grid map indoors, 

which can realize the functions of robot autonomous positioning and environment map construction. 

The principle is as follows:  

The nonlinear dynamic process can be expressed as 

1 1( , )k k kx f x v− −=                              (4)
 

( , )k k ky h x =                               (5) 

Equations 4 and 5 are the state equation and the observation equation of the system, respectively, 

where kx  and ky  represent the state value and observation value of the system at time k , 1kv −  and 

k  represent the process noise and observation noise of the system, respectively. State estimation 

can be divided into two processes: prediction and update. 

Forecasting process: 

1: 1 1 1 1: 1 1( | ) ( | ( | )k k k k k k kp x y p x x p x y dx− − − − −=                     (6) 

Update process: 
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Equations (6) and (7) constitute the optimal Bayesian estimate of the state. 

In order to calculate the state kx  an importance sampling algorithm is introduced. Its core idea is to 

use weighted particles to represent the required posterior probability. It is generally assumed that the 

importance distribution satisfies: 

0: 1 1: 1( | , ) ( | , )k k k k k kq x x y q x x y− −=                        (8)
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The particle weight is: 

1
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As the particles continue to cycle and iterate, the variance of the sample weights will increase with 

time. In order to solve the problem of weight degradation of particle filtering, the resampling method 

is used. 

3. Path Planning 

At present, common path planning algorithms for mobile robots include artificial potential field 

method, fuzzy logic method, A* algorithm, Floy algorithm, Dijkstra algorithm, etc. Among them, A* 

algorithm has been widely used to find the optimal planning path. When the A* algorithm performs 

path search, it continuously calculates the values of the nodes in the Open table and the Close table 

to find the node with the smallest F value in the Open table as the starting node for the next search, 

and updates it cyclically until the target node is stopped. To find all path nodes. Among them, the 

Open table is used to store the expanded nodes in the search process; the close table is used to store 

the node with the least generation value in search process. 

When the A* algorithm is used as a heuristic search algorithm for path search, the path node is mainly 

selected according to the algebraic value of the search node to find the optimal search path, and its 

cost function is expressed as: 

( ) ( ) ( )F n G n H n= +                                  (10)
 

In the formula, ( )F n represents the generation value of the current node n; ( )G n represents the actual 

generation value from the starting node s  to the current node n ; ( )H n represents the estimated 

generation from the current node n to the target node g value. 

The heuristic function distance algorithms commonly used to estimate the cost function ( )H n are 

Manhattan distance and Euclidean distance. 

The Manhattan distance algorithm is to calculate the moving distance from the current node n to the 

target node g , which is the sum of the absolute value of the difference between the horizontal and 

vertical coordinates between the two points. The heuristic function is expressed as follow: 

 

( ) | ( ) ( ) | | ( ) ( ) |H n x n x g y n y g= − + −                        (11) 

The specific steps of the A* path planning algorithm search process are as follows: 

Step1 Initialize the Open table and the Close table, add obstacle points to the Close table, and add the 

starting node s to the Open table, at this time ( ) ( )F s G s= . 

Step2 Select the node p  with the smallest F  value in the Open table and add it to the Close table. 

Record the parent node as the starting node for the next search, and delete the point from the Open 

table. 

Step3 Find out all the expansion nodes reachable from the starting node s of the next search, record 

as iR , and calculate . ( )iF R , ( )iG R , ( )iH R If there is a target node g in the expansion node, and the F

value is the smallest, the search ends; otherwise, step 2 is repeated. 

Step4 After the search is completed, return the starting node s  from the target node g  through the 

parent node, and connect all the nodes in sequence, that is, the search path. 
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4. Experimental Results 

To verify the algorithm, relevant experiments were carried out using the bobac mobile robot platform 

equipped with odometer and lidar. The lidar model is RPLIDAR A2, the scanning range is 360°, and 

the measurement radius is 8m. The experimental site is a simulated grassland environment, and the 

environment is a circular corridor. as shown in Fig. 2. 

 

 

Fig. 2 Robots and experimental environment. 

 

The Gmapping algorithm is encapsulated in the ROS library. During the construction of the map, a 

wireless remote-control handle is used to control the robot's movement and walk around the corridor. 

Using the Gmapping algorithm, the lidar scan data generates a grid map as shown in Fig. 3. 

 

 

Fig. 3 Build raster map 

 

The path planning algorithm based on A* and the local obstacle avoidance algorithm of DWA are 

encapsulated as move base in ROS. 

The software package can realize the path planning and autonomous obstacle avoidance functions of 

the robot in the environment of known maps and unknown maps. The constructed grid map is used 

in the rviz visualization window to conduct experiments on navigation. The experimental process is 

as follows: The picture shows. 

Fig. 4 (a) shows the initial position of the weeding robot on the Rviz interface, (b) specifies the 

position of the target point of the weeding robot through the 2D Nav Goal button in Rviz, and the 

black line in (d) indicates the use of A* The global path planned by the algorithm. (d) Show that the 

weeding robot navigates to the target point along the planned path. 

Fig. 5(a) is a dynamic obstacle encountered in the environment on the path of the weeding robot 

planned by the A* algorithm. Comparing the boxes in Fig. 4(c), we can see that the trajectory of 

weeding has changed. This is because the robot perceives the existence of obstacles on the planned 

path through Lidar, and then re-plans through the DWA algorithm. The path allows the robot to 

bypass obstacles to reach the specified target point. Figure (b) shows the nurse assistant robot 

reaching the target point after path planning. 
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    (a) Initial pose                (b) Specify the target point 

 

    (c) Plan a global path          (d) Reach the designated location 

Fig. 4 Autonomous navigation experiment process. 

 

 

(a)Plan a partial path.              (b) Reach the designated location 

Fig. 5 Obstacle avoidance process. 

5. Conclusion 

Experiments show that ROS-based weeding robots can sense the environment in real time and plan 

the optimal path by combining simultaneous positioning and mapping technology and path planning 

algorithms. The path can be adjusted in real time according to the actual environment, and the 

navigation task can be basically completed so that the robot reaches the designated target point and 

will not encounter any obstacles during navigation. In addition, in the process of weeding robot 

movement, the algorithm estimates the robot's position and posture through adaptive Monte Carlo 

positioning, and as the robot moves, the estimation of the robot's position and posture tends to 

converge, thereby better achieving the global positioning of the robot in an unknown environment. 
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